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I want the money and the power, respect comes with it
The game is like pussy, pussy niggers don't get it!
I got a full clip full of cameras for my critics,
While I live the hotel elevators
The boy was a menace back when I moved the cane
I had 'em.. yeah I used to do my thing!
I promised that I wouldn't let that be my claim to fine
So ... and nigger had to switch his lanes.
Now I'm gripping on the... turn the ...when I'm pulling a
lot
I'm doing me, but the haters say I'm doing a lot
I tell 'em stop, look mission, just to get in the position
Like I'm winning, I had to take... like a bishop!
I never walk a straight path like a brook
I don't know... in the castle with my crooks
In the presence of a queen, a king is never shook
Watch how I get him in...

Chorus:
They say...
Playing checkers is what I ...
That was boy with the gang, I put it all...
I wonder what's next
When it comes to bread I'mma head two steps
...with the devil, gotta mean two steps.
..we need to cut the check or is checkmate!

They say... doing big things
What you do is a little bird with big wings
So fly high, the slow gets a lot...
..write the story in the skylines, yeah!
Mind yours, cause I mind mine
It's hard.. before I slept with a chick, I slept with a rose
So... never stopped me from getting my dough
Period, no.. just brainless feast
Grown blue hair everywhere... pure beast
Never slack, just... money...
But between you and me, money we fuck money!
I need something bigger, ..on me and my niggers
So reflecting like the mirror about when our wall was
thinner!
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So if you're worried about my life, scared to live one
I don't have... how I'm supposed to get one?

Chorus:
They say check is no ...
Playing checkers is what I ...
That was boy with the gang, I put it all...
I wonder what's next
When it comes to bread I'mma head two steps
I'm guessing with the devil, gotta mean two steps.
..we need to cut the check or is checkmate!

I guess she... give 'em my venom!
I know you niggers mad when you see who I ...
...niggers don't get it!
So now I'm on a path to the riches and these niggers try
hop on..
..but is cash to be getting,
..will say that for the bitches!
Go ahead.. like you're Billy bad ass
You don't even know the cash I made on my ...
If fans' hands clap even tough niggers secretly hate
'em
Why they lead white...
Two hundred.. shitting twenties on my...

Chorus:
They say check is no ...
Playing checkers is what I ...
That was boy with the gang, I put it all...
I wonder what's next
When it comes to bread I'mma head two steps
I'm guessing with the devil, gotta mean two steps.
..we need to cut the check or is checkmate!

The money and the power gets the...
The game is like money and these lames don't get it!
But when it got low like ...
..slowly starting disappearing.
The way they disappear is ...
Just breaking up my weed, breaking up my big bread
..clearly a big mistake,
... now I'm heading to the bank
And I'm laughing all the way that I rode
..no, I never was a.... I'm getting cake on these..
Now we're rocking this show, shopping for clothes and
designer denim,
Check the .. got me stepping ...

Chorus:
They say check is no ...



Playing checkers is what I ...
That was boy with the gang, I put it all...
I wonder what's next
When it comes to bread I'mma head two steps
I'm guessing with the devil, gotta mean two steps.
..we need to cut the check or is checkmate!
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